Exact solution of multilayered piezoelectric diaphragms.
This paper investigates dynamic behavior of multilayered piezoelectric diaphragms that are simplified as laminated plates. The validity of the dynamic analysis based on the simplified clamped multilayered plate model has first been studied using ANSYS finite element (FE)-codes. The simplified, clamped, multilayered plate model has been verified to be a reasonable one in comparison with the exact model. Subsequently, the frequency characteristics of clamped rectangular piezoelectric laminated plates were further analytically investigated. Using the classical laminated plate theory, mechanical, electrical, and electromechanical characteristics of the multilayered piezoelectric diaphragms were studied. For ease of calculation, the dimensionless method was adopted. Furthermore, numerical analysis was carried out using the Rayleigh-Ritz method. Influence of dimensions of the laminar diaphragm on nature frequencies also was studied. The thickness ratio of the PZT layer to the total thickness of the laminar diaphragm has been optimized to obtain the largest deflection.